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The advanced animal warming system with the smaller footprint.
Now with even more accurate heat distribution.

Introducing the improved mini-thermacage.
The advanced animal warming system with the smaller footprint.

Available to purchase from official Datesand distributor

Also available, the Thermacage Standard, designed for larger rodent 
recovery procedures, where space-saving is not as critical. It o�ers similar 

speci�cations, with much larger convalescing compartments.



New dampers reduce closure
noise by up to 15dB 

Lockable lid secures 2, 3
0r 4 sections

New di�user for better air�ow and
even heat distribution

New Features
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This top quality warming cabinet has been designed for 
use with IVC units where space is at a premium. Its 
precision temperature control, simple to use 3 step 
instructions and easy animal access, make it the perfect 
solution to post-operative care and blood taking 
procedures.

Also available, the Thermacage Standard, designed for 
larger rodent recovery procedures, where space-saving 
is not as critical. It o�ers similar speci�cations, with 
much larger convalescing compartments.  

180w heat unit, plug and 3m 
mains lead. PAT (Portable 
Appliance Tested). Conforms 
with Health & Safety and 
Electricity at Work 
regulations and ISO 
standards.

1-100°C temperature scale 
accurate to +/- 3%. 
Calibrated/certified with 12 
month warranty.
CE tested and marked.  

Introducing the improved mini-thermacage.
The advanced animal warming system with 
the smaller footprint.

Thermacage Features

320mm W, 400mm L, only 
150mm H (300mm H with 
heat unit). 

Small Footprint

Precise temperature 
calibration with test 
certification. 

Accurate

high front, spring loaded, 
hinged doors for animal 
security.  

Easy Access

Removable heat unit makes 
cleaning and relocation 
easy. 

Easy Clean

Clear easy-view panels and 
animal friendly translucent 
dividers.   

Transparent

P.I.D. controller, easy 
adjustment and 3 step 
operation.  

Integrated

The dividers provide 4, 3 
or 2 compartment 
configurations.

Removable

Simple, efficient and robust 
design with 12 months 
manufacturer’s warranty. 

Reliable

1-100°C temperature scale 
calibrated and accurate to 
+/- 3%.
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